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If you are accustomed to a Strong's "Exhaustive Concordance of The Bible" (not available for

NKVJ), this book will be a major disappointment. While the literal definition of "concordance" is "an

alphabetical index of the principal words in a book or the works of an author with their immediate

contexts" (Miriam Webster Online Dictionary), most serious Bible students have come to expect a

bit more from a Bible Concordance. If your purpose is to find in what verses certain words occur in

the NKJV, then this concordance is useful. However, the most valuable tools for Bible Study are

non-existent. Some of the critical short-comings of this concordance are:1. There are no Greek or

Hebrew dictionaries to look up the meaning of words in their respective languages.2. There are no

Strong's numbers associated with the words so even using an external dictionary is not an option.3.

The number of times each word is used does not identify how many times a word is used in the OT

vs the NT.In summary, this concordance offers nothing that is not available in any digital Bible

program that can be had for free and includes significantly more functionality and flexibility. Again, if

all you are looking for is "an alphabetical index of the principal words...with their immediate

contexts" then this book can be useful.

The main use people think of for a concordance is to find the verse reference (book/ chapter/ verse

number) for a verse. But a concordance can be invaluable for Bible study. Finding every occurrence



of a word in the Bible enables many types of studies to be done. Reading every verse that contains

the word "grace," for instance, can help one understand this Biblical concept.To further help in doing

topical studies of the Bible I would recommend my book "Scripture Workbook: For Personal Bible

Study and Teaching the Bible." In fact, I used the NKJV Concordance in developing my "Scripture

Workbook." It enabled me to find many of the verses I reference in my book.I also particularly like

this concordance as the NKJV is my preferred Bible version. In addition, the print style and format of

this concordance make it very easy to read and use, unlike some concordances which have very

small and hard to read print.

I'm glad to finally get my hands on this! The features prove just as I hoped: Enumerates the number

of occurences for each entry, and each occurence is paired with a 5-10 word context line. 3

columns per page. Includes 32 key phrases of special theological importance like "Angel of the

Lord" and "Children of God". Includes over 1000 common words in the KJV, and gives their NKJV

equivalences. Even includes in the back a list of the 100 most common articles, conjunctions,

prepositions, and pronouns (without the context lines).For quality, the book's binding is average, but

the pages are thicker than most, using the same amount of paper while containing 300 less pages.

Not too much to complain about!

Don't buy this book. First off, it doesn't include Hebrew-Aramaic and Greek Dictionaries in the back

like the Strong's and NASB Concordances. Second and most important, the binding quality is so

completely shoddy that it falls apart almost immediately. I had to take mine apart, three-hole punch

the pages, and insert them into a binder. Nelson, you guys should be ashamed of yourselves. I'm

not buying any more Nelson products.

This book is very full of information and great for helping to organize sermons by finding all

references in every book of the bible. My only complaint it the font is so small that it can be difficult

to read in bad lighting and I cant read it at all without my reader glasses. But other than that it is a

great book.
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